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Abstract: Cultivating new alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) varieties with high yield and quality is of great
significance for improving alfalfa yield and promoting the development of the grass and livestock
industry. Plant height is an important indicator of alfalfa yield and is closely related to photosynthetic
capacity, harvest index and yield. However, the underlying cause of the variation in height among
alfalfa plants is not clear. In this paper, we measured the phenotypic traits, photosynthetic physiology
and endogenous hormone content of tall- and short-stalked alfalfa materials and analyzed the
important external and internal factors that caused the difference in plant height of alfalfa. We found
that the phenotypic traits of tall- and short-stalked alfalfa materials showed significant differences,
and dwarf alfalfa showed significant shortening of the main stem internode length. There were also
some differences in light and physiological indicators and endogenous hormone contents between
tall- and short-stalked alfalfa materials. Through correlation analysis, we found that the phenotypic
traits and physiological indicators significantly correlated with alfalfa plant height were the number of
internodes, stem diameter, average internode length, leaf–stem ratio, leaf area, Pn (net photosynthetic
rate), Tr (transpiration rate), upper leaf SP (soluble protein), Suc (sucrose) content, middle stem Sta
(starch) content, middle stem ZT (zeatin) and IAA (indole-3-acetic acid). Further analysis showed
that Tr, IAA and LA played a direct role in plant height, with Tr contributing the most to plant height,
followed by IAA. Finally, we found that the starch content of the middle stem had a significant impact
on plant height through principal component analysis. These results provide new insights into the
formation and genetic improvement of plant height traits in leguminous forages such as alfalfa.
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1. Introduction

Alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.), as the “king of forage”, is an important feed source, its
leaves contain a lot of vitamins, amino acids and proteins, which are rich in nutrition. Its
well-developed deep root system not only has a nitrogen fixation effect, but also helps
to promote water absorption, improve the structure of the soil and enhance microbial
activity [1,2]. Alfalfa is planted in about 30 million hectares worldwide, of which more
than 9 million hectares are planted in the United States and Argentina, while less than
5 million hectares are planted in China, and only 619 new varieties of alfalfa forage have
been approved. This has caused a shortage of high-quality alfalfa forage varieties in China,
so that a large amount of high-quality alfalfa depends on imports from countries such as the
United States and Australia (data source: http://www.chinaoat.com/article.php, accessed
on 11 January 2023). The shortage of alfalfa production has seriously restricted the rapid
and healthy development of China’s grass-fed livestock industry. Therefore, cultivating new
alfalfa varieties with high yield and quality and improving alfalfa production are the urgent
needs for the current development of China’s grassland, livestock and dairy industries.
In recent years, with the breakthrough of alfalfa genetic transformation technology and
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the publication of whole genome data [3–6], the use of modern biological technology for
rapid genetic improvement of alfalfa is becoming a new research hotspot. The key to future
high-yield alfalfa breeding is the discovery, creation and utilization of parental materials,
and the study of yield traits in the process of variety selection has become a key direction
of breeding.

As one of the important indicators for measuring the growth status of forage, plant
height is closely related to photosynthetic capacity, harvest index and final yield traits [7,8].
The introduction of the “Green Revolution” semi-dwarf rice and dwarf wheat varieties
illustrates the importance of plant height in regulating crop production [9]. The plant height
of alfalfa grows in an “S” curve throughout the reproductive period, reaching a peak at
the first flowering stage, after which growth almost stops [10]. The stem of dicotyledonous
crops mainly depends on the cell division and elongation of the meristem at the top of the
stem tip to increase the number of nodes and the elongation of internodes of the stem, which
ultimately leads to the increase in the plant height [11]. Stem elongation is the decisive
factor for plant heigh. The elongation of stems is influenced by a combination of external
environmental and internal factors. External factors include light, temperature, moisture
and fertilizers, etc., among which light is an important environmental factor affecting crop
growth and development. The most direct effect of light on crops is photosynthesis, which is
the foundation of dry matter accumulation and yield formation, and more than 95% of plant
dry matter comes from the photosynthesis of leaves [12]. Plant height determines the ability
of the plant to accumulate and store dry matter. Without changing the economic coefficient,
an appropriate increase in plant height is conducive to improving the efficiency of light
absorption by the leaves, increasing the accumulation of dry matter and improving the yield
of the crop [13]. The growth of stems largely determines the ability of plants to compete
for light, but the current research on the growth pattern of crop stems has not received
sufficient attention. The intrinsic factors of stem elongation include hormones, genes and
enzymes, etc. It has been shown that the elongation of plant stems is regulated by relevant
genes, and most of the regulatory genes are related to hormone synthesis, metabolism and
signaling [14]. Hormones are important factors in regulating plant height. Among the
many hormones that regulate plant height, gibberellin (GA) is most closely related to plant
height, and it can promote internode elongation in soybean (Glycine max), rapeseed (Brassica
campestris), sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum) and other crops, and also promote internode
elongation in dwarf plants to reach normal plant height [15]. In terms of promoting
internode elongation, auxin (IAA) is mainly reflected in loosening the plant epidermal cell
wall, regulating the expression of actin and upregulating the expression of expansin [16].
When a plant contains an IAA synthesis mutant in its body, it can directly promote stem
elongation and indirectly promote plant height increase by the external application of
IAA [17]. Plant hormones can not only independently regulate internode elongation, but
their interactions can also directly or indirectly regulate internode elongation. For example,
IAA can induce internode elongation by regulating the production of active GA3 in peas,
while GA3 can regulate internode elongation by regulating the synthesis and transportation
of IAA in Arabidopsis. IAA and GA3 ultimately control plant growth and development by
regulating cell division, expansion, elongation and differentiation [18].

At present, the exploration of the mechanism of stem elongation is mainly focused on
crops and some model plants, such as rice (Oryza sativa), mullein (Phyllostachys heterocycla),
maize (Zea mays), sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum), and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum),
etc. [19–23]. However, there are few reports in forage. As a typical representative of forage,
alfalfa has mainly focused on the nutritional quality of the stem, and there is little research
on the mechanism of stem elongation. The fundamental reasons for the differences in
plant height of alfalfa are also unclear, and the genetic regulation mechanism still needs
further research. Therefore, in this study, we analyzed the differences in phenotypic
traits, photosynthetic physiology and hormone content of two tall- and two short-stalk
alfalfa materials. The relationship between alfalfa plant height and phenotypic traits and
physiological indicators was discussed, and the important external and internal factors
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that caused the difference of alfalfa plant height were analyzed. Overall, the findings of
this study provide new ideas for genetic improvement of plant height traits in leguminous
forage such as alfalfa.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material

The test materials were selected by measuring the plant height and related traits
of 12 alfalfa varieties under the same cultivation conditions, and stable high stem and
short stem materials with stable traits were selected (Figure 1). Two high stem materials
were Medicago sativa L. “Gannong No.3” (G3) and “WL525HQ” (525), and two short stem
materials were Medicago sativa L. “WL343HQ” (343) and “WL354HQ” (354). G3 was
provided by the Key Laboratory of Grassland Ecosystem of the Ministry of Education,
Grassland College, Gansu Agricultural University, while 343, 354 and 525 were purchased
from Beijing Zhengdao Ecological Technology Co., Beijing City, China.
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Figure 1. Alfalfa material for testing. (A) The varieties with significant differences in seedling stage.
(B) The field layout. (C) Two tall-stem and two short-stem test materials with significant differences
were selected from 12 alfalfa varieties.

2.2. Growth Conditions and Treatments

All experiments were performed in June 2022 at the experimental base of Gansu
Agricultural University (105◦41′ E, 34◦05′ N). The experiment was conducted using a
potted method and sown in August 2021. The soil samples were mixed from field soil
samples and nutrient soil at a mass ratio of 5:1. The field soil samples were taken from the
0–20 cm cultivated soil sample at the Grass Training Base of Gansu Agricultural University,
and the soil was yellow cotton soil with uniform fertility. Nutritional soil was purchased
from Gansu Shenghuawei Trading Co., Ltd. Before sowing, the soil samples were put into
plastic pots with a diameter of 24 cm and a height of 24 cm. Then, 30 plump and uniformly
sized alfalfa seeds were evenly sown per pot and randomly arranged in groups. This was
repeated 9 times, and then the alfalfa was planted in the forage training base of Gansu
Agricultural University. After planting, the plants were watered regularly, and no fertilizer
was applied during the growth period. In June 2022, when the alfalfa reached the first
flowering stage, all indexes were measured.
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2.3. Measurement Indexes
2.3.1. Phenotypic Trait Indicators

Three plants of uniform plant size and neat flowering were randomly selected from
each pot, and six replicates of each species were used to determine the phenotypic trait
indexes of the plants [24]. The height from the base of the forage to the tip of the leaf
or the top of the inflorescence was measured as plant height (PH) using a tape measure.
The thickness of the first node at the base of the stem (SD) was measured with a vernier
caliper, and the internode length (IL) was measured with a steel ruler. The fresh samples
were brought back to the laboratory to count the number of leaves (NLP) and internodes
(NI). After being killed at 105 ◦C for 20 min and dried at 80 ◦C to a constant weight, we
weighed the dry weight of leaves per plant (LDWP) and the dry weight of the stems per
plant (SDWP) and calculated the leaf–stem ratio (LSR). The third small leaf blade from
the flag leaf downwards of a fixed alfalfa plant is taken and a known leaf area image is
obtained using a digital camera. The pixel of the measured leaf in the image is extracted
using digital image processing, and the leaf area is calculated. The inverted 4 leaves of the
functional leaf of alfalfa were selected to measure the leaf shape index [25].

(i) Leaf area (LA):

Leaf area (LA) = leaf pixel/reference pixel × Area of reference object (1)

(ii) Leaf shape index (LI):

Leaf shape index (LI) = leaf length/leaf width (2)

2.3.2. Determination of Photosynthetic Parameters

The photosynthetic parameters were measured on a GFS-3000 portable gas exchange
and fluorescence system (Heinz-Walz, Effel-trich, Germany) in sunny weather from 9:00 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m. The test leaves were selected from the third fully unfolded small leaf blade of
a fixed alfalfa plant from the flag leaf downwards. The measurement indicators included
transpiration rate (Tr), net photosynthetic rate (Pn), intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci)
and stomatal conductance (Gs) [26]. The CO2 concentration in the experimental site was
400 µmol·mol−1, and the light intensity was set at 12,000 µmol·m−2·s−1. Three leaves were
selected from each pot and the procedure was repeated three times.

2.3.3. Determination of Photosynthetic Products

The 3rd to 5th leaves down from the top of the single plant were randomly selected
as the upper leaves. The stems and leaves at the 7th internode in the middle of the stem
were marked as the middle stem and middle leaves, respectively. After cutting them,
they were placed in pre-prepared tin foil paper bags, quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen,
and stored in an ultra-low temperature freezer at −80 ◦C for measuring photosynthetic
physiological indicators. Sucrose (Suc) content was determined using a sucrose content
assay kit (purchased from Suzhou Mengxi Biomedical Technology Co., Ltd.). Starch (Sta)
content was determined by perchloric acid hydrolysis anthrone colorimetry [27]. The
content of soluble sugar (SS) was determined using the anthrone colorimetric method [28].
The content of soluble protein (SP) was determined by Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250
staining [29].

2.3.4. Determination of Endogenous Hormone Content

Plants of uniform growth were selected for this study. The upper internode of the
stem was collected at the first flowering stage, which was the first internode in the upper
part of the plant after the stem tip was removed. The middle stem was the seventh node of
the stem, and the base of the stem was the first node at the base of the stem. Each material
was divided into 3 equal parts after mixing in each plot at the first flowering stage. After
quick-freezing in liquid nitrogen, the material was brought back to the laboratory and
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frozen at −80 ◦C in the refrigerator. The hormone extracts were prepared and analyzed
by referring to the method of Liu Yan [30]. First of all, 0.5 g of fresh sample was weighed
and ground into powder (liquid nitrogen was added throughout), after which 6 mL of
pre-cooled extraction solution (n-propanol: water: HCL = 2:1:0.002) was added and then
placed in a 4 ◦C refrigerator protected from light for overnight extraction (16 h). After
6~8 h of shaking at 4 ◦C, 3 mL of dichloromethane was added and shaken again for
30 min. After shaking, the extract was centrifuged at 1300× g for 5 min at 4 ◦C. A total of
2 mL of the supernatant was sucked into a 10 mL centrifuge tube and concentrated under
reduced pressure at 40 ◦C in a vacuum centrifuge concentrator. After concentration, 1 mL
of 50% methanol was added for redissolution and stored in the dark at 4 ◦C. The extract
was filtered through a 0.22 µm microporous membrane, and the contents of endogenous
hormones indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), gibberellin A3 (GA3), abscisic acid (ABA), zeatin (ZT)
and salicylic acid (SA) in alfalfa were determined by ultra-fast liquid chromatography
using Waters Arc quadruple gradient.

The chromatographic conditions were as follows: column: Eclipse Plus C18
(4.6 mm × 250 mm, 5 µm); column temperature: 30 ◦C; injection volume: 5 µL; variable
wavelength detector (VWD) wavelength: 254 nm; flow rate: 1.0 mL·min−1; quantitative
method: external standard peak area method; and the gradient of the mobile phase is
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Proportion of Mobile Phase Conditions.

Time(min) 1 3 5 8 12 14

Methanol (%) 45 55 65 75 10 10
0.1% Phosphate (%) 55 45 35 25 90 90

2.4. Statistical Analyses

Microsoft Excel 2010 software was used for data organization and calculation. Graphs
were made using GraphPad 8.0.2 software. Correlation analysis heat maps and PCA plots
were produced using OriginPro software. A one-way analysis and two-way analysis of vari-
ance followed by Duncan’s multiple range test were performed using SPSS 25.0 software.
The graphs of the path analysis and correlation analysis were drawn using Microsoft
PowerPoint 2010.

Path analysis reflects the linear relationship between multiple independent and depen-
dent variables. In this study, we investigated the role of phenotypic traits and physiological
indicators on plant height in alfalfa through path analysis. First, we used SPSS 25.0 software
to perform regression analysis on each trait index to derive correlation coefficients and
direct through-path coefficients and then calculated indirect effect coefficients and decision
coefficients in Excel 2010 software using the following equations.

In the equation, rijPjy reflects the indirect impact of the independent variable xi on
the dependent variable y through the independent variable xj. Rij is the simple correlation
coefficient between xi and xj. Riy represents the simple correlation coefficient between the
independent variable xi and the dependent variable y. Piy is the direct path coefficient,
reflecting the direct impact of the independent variable xi on the dependent variable y. The
decision coefficient is a positive number, indicating that xi has an enhancing effect on y,
with the maximum being the main determining factor. If it is a negative number, it indicates
that xi has a limiting effect on y and the minimum value is the main limiting factor [31].

(iii) Path analysis:

Indirect path coefficient = rij × Pjy

Decision coefficient: R2 = 2Pijriy-P2
iy

(3)
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3. Results
3.1. Differences in Plant Height between Tall- and Short-Stalk Alfalfa Materials

The plant height of the tall-stem alfalfa material was significantly higher than that of
the dwarf, and the dwarf alfalfa exhibited a significantly shorter and more compact main
stem internode length (Figure 2). The plant heights of tall alfalfa materials 525 and G3 were
80.58 cm and 86.77 cm, respectively, while the plant heights of dwarf materials 343 and 354
were 55.65 cm and 54.46 cm, respectively, and the mean value of tall alfalfa was 51.97%
higher than that of the dwarf alfalfa.
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Figure 2. Plant height of different alfalfa materials. The lower-case letters in different columns show
significant differences between varieties at the 0.05 level. (A) Plant height of tall and dwarf alfalfa
materials. Yellow, blue, orange and green in the figure represent 343, 354, 525 and G3 alfalfa varieties,
respectively. (B) The cumulative plant height of each internode length for tall- and short-stem
materials, with 1–15 different colors representing 1–15 internode lengths.

3.2. Differences in Phenotypic Traits between Tall- and Short-Stalk Alfalfa Materials

There were significant differences in the phenotypic trait indexes of tall- and short-stem
alfalfa materials, among which stem diameter and average internode length of tall-stem
materials were significantly higher than those of short-stem materials (Figure 3). However,
there is no significant difference in the number of internodes between tall- and short-stem
alfalfa materials. The average internode length and stem diameter of tall-stem materials
were 39.80% and 19.89% higher than those of dwarf-stem materials, respectively.

The number of leaves per plant and leaf area of the tall material were significantly
higher than those of the dwarf material, and the difference in leaf shape index was not
significant. The number of leaves per plant of high-stem alfalfa materials 525 and G3
was 297.00 and 293.33, respectively, while the number of leaves per plant of dwarf-stem
materials 343 and 354 was 206 and 248.67, respectively. The average value of high-stem
materials was 29.84% higher than that of dwarf-stem materials. The mean leaf area was
1.43 cm2 for the tall material and 1.26 cm2 for the dwarf material, which was 13.26% higher
for the tall than the dwarf.

The stem dry weight and leaf dry weight of the tall material were significantly higher
than those of the dwarf material. Among the two high-stem materials, G3 had significantly
higher stem and leaf dry weight per plant than 525, while the difference between the two
short-stem materials was not significant. The leaf–stem ratio of 525 was significantly higher
than that of dwarf materials, while the leaf–stem ratio of G3 was not significantly different
from 343 but was significantly different from 354. The stem dry weight and leaf dry weight
per plant of tall-stem materials were 63.53% and 107.81% higher than those of dwarf-stem
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materials, respectively. The average leaf–stem ratio of the tall material was 0.89 and that of
the dwarf material was 0.70, which was 28.67% higher for tall than dwarf.
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Figure 3. Phenotypic Characteristics of different alfalfa materials. (A) number of internodes, (B) average
internode length, (C) stem diameter, (D) number of leaves per plant, (E) leaf area, (F) leaf shape index,
(G) leaf dry weight per plant, (H) stem dry weight per plant, and (I) leaf–stem ratio. The lower-case
letters in different columns showed significant difference between varieties at the 0.05 level. Yellow, blue,
orange and green in the figure represent 343, 354, 525 and G3 alfalfa varieties, respectively.

3.3. Differences in Photosynthetic Physiological Characteristics between Tall- and Short-Stalk
Alfalfa Materials
3.3.1. Differences in Photosynthetic Parameters between Tall- and Short-Stalk Alfalfa Materials

It can be seen that there were differences in the light and parameters of tall- and
short-stem alfalfa materials (Figure 4). The average Tr, Pn, Ci and Gs of the two high-
stem materials were 12.37 µmol·m−2·s−1, 25.44 mmol·m−2·s−1, 253.71 mmol·mol−1 and
269.47 mmol·m−2·s−1, respectively. While the photosynthetic parameter indicators of the
two low-stem materials were 9.14 µmol·m−2·s−1, 18.52 mmol·m−2·s−1, 251.52 mmol·mol−1

and 225.93 mmol·m−2·s−1, respectively. The high-stem materials were 35.29%, 37.38%,
−0.86% and 19.27% higher than the low-stem materials. Among them, G3 was 47.22%,
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43.99%, 11.76% and 39.78% higher than the average dwarf photosynthetic parameter index.
The Tr and Pn of tall-stem materials were significantly higher than those of short-stem
materials. The Ci and Gs of G3 in tall-stem materials were significantly higher than those
of other varieties, and the photosynthetic parameters of the two dwarf culm materials were
not significantly different.
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Figure 4. Photosynthetic parameters of different alfalfa materials. (A) Transpiration rate, (B) net
photosynthetic rate, (C) intercellular CO2 concentration, (D) stomatal conductance. The lower-case
letters in different columns show significant difference between varieties at the 0.05 level. Yellow,
blue, orange and green in the figure represent 343, 354, 525 and G3 alfalfa varieties, respectively.

3.3.2. Differences in Photosynthetic Product Content between Tall- and Short-Stalk
Alfalfa Materials

As can be seen from Figure 5, photosynthetic products of different parts of tall- and
short-straw alfalfa materials were different. Upper leaves: The SP, Suc and SS contents of
tall-stem alfalfa materials were significantly higher than those of short-stem materials, and
the Sta content of G3 in tall-stem materials was significantly higher than that in short-stem
materials. The average contents of SP, Suc, Sta and SS in the upper leaves of tall-stem
materials were 6.68 mg·g−1, 9.95 mg·g−1, 8.96 mg·g−1 and 4.02 mg·g−1, respectively, while
those of short-stem materials were 1.77 mg·g−1, 8.46 mg·g−1, 8.07 mg·g−1 and 2.99 mg·g−1,
respectively. High-stem materials were 276.93%, 17.59%, 11.01% and 34.32% higher than
short-stem materials.
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Figure 5. Photosynthetic products of different alfalfa materials. (A) Soluble protein content, (B) su-
crose content, (C) starch content, (D) soluble sugar content. Different lower-case letters in the figure
indicate significant differences among different alfalfa varieties (p < 0.05). Different capital letters
indicate significant differences between different parts of the same alfalfa variety (p < 0.05). Yellow,
blue, orange and green in the figure represent 343, 354, 525 and G3 alfalfa varieties, respectively.

Middle stem: the SP content of G3 was significantly higher than other materials, and
the Suc, Sta and SS content of the middle stem of the dwarf material was 33.85%, 14.20%
and 61.63% higher than that of the higher-stem material, respectively.

Middle leaves: The SP content of G3 was significantly higher than other varieties,
followed by 354. The content of Suc and Sta in 354 was higher than other varieties. The SS
content of 525 was significantly higher than other varieties.

3.4. Differences in Endogenous Hormone Content between Tall- and Short-Stalk Alfalfa Materials

There were some differences in the endogenous hormone contents of different parts of
the tall- and short-stalked alfalfa materials (Figure 6). Upper stalk hormone content: The
ZT, GA3, IAA and SA content of the high-stem purple alfalfa material G3 were significantly
higher than other varieties. The average IAA and ABA content of the two high-stem
materials were 386.99 µg·g−1 and 3.07 µg·g−1, respectively, and the high-stem material
was 230.22% and 162.63% higher than the short-stem material.
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Figure 6. Hormone content of different alfalfa materials. (A) Zeatin content, (B) gibberellin A3 content,
(C) indole-3-acetic acid content, (D) abscisic acid content, (E) salicylic acid content. Different lower-
case letters in the figure indicate significant differences among different alfalfa varieties (p < 0.05).
Different capital letters indicate significant differences between different parts of the same alfalfa
variety (p < 0.05). Yellow, blue, orange and green in the figure represent 343, 354, 525 and G3 alfalfa
varieties, respectively.

Hormone contents in the middle stalks: The average ZT and IAA contents of the two
tall-stem materials were 14.13 µg·g−1 and 220.12 µg·g−1, respectively, and the average
ZT and IAA contents of the two short-stem materials were 2.11 µg·g−1 and 61.25 µg·g−1,
respectively. The ZT and IAA contents of the two tall-stem materials were significantly
higher than the short-stem materials, with an increase of 570.83% and 259.40%, respectively.
The GA3 and SA contents of tall-culm material and dwarf-culm were not significantly
different, and the ABA content of 525 was higher than other varieties.

Endogenous hormones in the basal stem: The ZT content of G3 was significantly
higher than other materials, while the IAA, ABA and SA content of 343 was higher than
other varieties. The average GA3, IAA and SA contents of the two tall-stem materials
were 296.98 µg·g−1, 17.00 µg·g−1 and 19.83 µg·g−1, respectively, and the average GA3,
IAA and SA contents of the two short-stem materials were 382.31 µg·g−1, 9.16 µg·g−1

and 59.74 µg·g−1, respectively. The higher stems of the short-stem materials were 28.73%,
85.69% and 201.27% higher, respectively.

3.5. Correlation Analysis of Alfalfa Plant Height with Phenotypic and Physiological Indicators
3.5.1. Correlation Analysis of Alfalfa Plant Height and Phenotypic Indexes

The correlation analysis between plant height and phenotypic indicators of tall- and
short-straw alfalfa materials showed (Figure 7) that there was a significant and positive
correlation between plant height and internode number, stem diameter, average internode
length, leaf–stem ratio, leaf area and single plant leaf dry weight. The correlation was, in
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descending order: average internode length > stem diameter > leaf–stem ratio > internode
number = single plant leaf dry weight > leaf area. The number of internodes and internode
length were two important factors affecting plant height. Among which, the number of
internodes was significantly positively correlated with the average internode length and
single plant leaf dry weight, and there was a significant positive correlation with individual
stem dry weight. The average internode length was highly significantly and positively
correlated with the dry weight of leaves per plant, and there was a significant and positive
correlation with the dry weight of stems per plant.
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3.5.2. Correlation Analysis of Alfalfa Plant Height with Light and Physiological Indicators

The correlation analysis results of agronomic trait indicators (including internode
number, stem diameter, average internode length, leaf–stem ratio, leaf area and single plant
leaf dry weight) and light and physiological indicators that were significantly positively
correlated with plant height are shown in Table 2. The plant height was highly significantly
positively correlated with Pn and SP content in the upper leaves, significantly positively
correlated with Tr and Suc content in the upper leaves, and significantly negatively corre-
lated with Sta content in the middle stem. The order of correlation from large to small was
upper leaves SP > Pn > upper leaves Suc > middle stem Sta > Tr. The number of internodes
and the length of internodes were important indicators that affected plant height. Among
them, the number of internodes was highly significantly positively correlated with Tr,
significantly positively correlated with Pn, SP and Suc content in the upper leaves, and
significantly negatively correlated with Sta and SS content in the middle stem. The average
internode length was highly significantly positively correlated with Tr, significantly posi-
tively correlated with Pn and Suc content in the upper leaves, and significantly negatively
correlated with Sta and SS content in the middle stem.
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Table 2. Correlation analysis of phenotypic traits with light and physiological indicators.

Correlation PH NI SD IL LSR LA LDWP

Tr 0.951 * 0.986 ** 0.851 0.988 ** 0.824 0.849 0.986 **
Pn 0.982 ** 0.957 * 0.926 * 0.982 ** 0.903 * 0.883 0.957 *
Ci 0.104 0.384 −0.134 0.287 −0.172 0.003 0.384
Gs 0.672 0.857 0.481 0.797 0.449 0.592 0.857

SP
Upper blade 0.988 ** 0.904 * 0.996 ** 0.943 * 0.991 ** 0.966 * 0.904 *
Middle stem 0.477 0.661 0.261 0.614 0.210 0.270 0.661
Middle blade 0.441 0.626 0.224 0.580 0.172 0.226 0.626

Suc
Upper blade 0.966 * 0.945 * 0.942 * 0.954 * 0.940 * 0.992 ** 0.945 *
Middle stem −0.790 −0.610 −0.909* −0.673 −0.930 * −0.881 −0.610
Middle blade −0.319 −0.463 −0.249 −0.387 −0.266 −0.506 −0.463

Sta
Upper blade 0.438 0.674 0.211 0.597 0.171 0.323 0.674
Middle stem −0.960 * −0.934 * −0.897 −0.962 * −0.870 −0.833 −0.934 *
Middle blade −0.727 −0.724 −0.738 −0.710 −0.758 −0.888 −0.724

SS
Upper blade 0.883 0.710 0.967 * 0.781 0.972 * 0.879 0.710
Middle stem −0.850 −0.965 * −0.711 −0.929* −0.687 −0.803 −0.965 *
Middle blade 0.418 0.139 0.618 0.243 0.645 0.472 0.139

Notes: (**) Indicates a highly significant correlation at the 0.01 level, (*) indicates a significant correlation at the
0.05 level.

3.5.3. Correlation Analysis between Alfalfa Plant Height and Endogenous Hormone Content

The correlation analysis results between important agronomic traits and endogenous
hormone content of high dwarf alfalfa varieties are shown in Table 3. There was a significant
positive correlation between plant height and the content of ZT and IAA in the middle of
the stem. The average internode length was significantly and positively correlated with ZT
in the upper part of the stalk.

Table 3. Correlation analysis between phenotypic traits and endogenous hormone content.

Correlation PH NI SD IL LSR LA LDWP

ZT
Upper stem 0.432 0.642 0.206 0.583 * 0.157 0.248 0.642
Middle stem 0.976 * 0.873 0.991 ** 0.923 0.982 ** 0.927 * 0.873
Basal stem 0.707 0.873 0.517 0.825 0.479 0.585 0.873

GA3

Upper stem 0.461 0.684 0.283 0.596 0.266 0.488 0.684
Middle stem −0.603 −0.679 −0.447 −0.680 −0.396 −0.350 −0.679
Basal stem −0.677 −0.857 −0.482 −0.801 −0.446 −0.570 −0.857

IAA
Upper stem −0.268 0.023 −0.482 −0.086 −0.509 −0.318 0.023
Middle stem 0.922 * 0.771 0.985 ** 0.835 0.987 ** 0.911 * 0.771
Basal stem −0.724 −0.667 −0.668 −0.718 −0.630 −0.497 −0.667

ABA
Upper stem 0.612 0.360 0.782 0.455 0.804 0.667 0.360
Middle stem 0.473 0.207 0.670 0.302 0.701 0.563 0.207
Basal stem −0.392 −0.418 −0.274 −0.442 −0.222 −0.103 −0.418

SA
Upper stem 0.570 0.784 0.373 0.708 0.345 0.523 0.784
Middle stem −0.289 −0.454 −0.203 −0.372 −0.216 −0.464 −0.454
Basal stem −0.776 −0.623 −0.807 −0.703 −0.787 −0.620 −0.623

Notes: (**) Indicates a highly significant correlation at the 0.01 level, (*) indicates a significant correlation at the
0.05 level.

3.6. Principal Component Analysis of Alfalfa Plant Height and Phenotypic Traits and
Physiological Indicators

The trait indicators that were significantly correlated with alfalfa plant height were
screened by correlation analysis, including phenotypic traits (internode number, stem diam-
eter, average internode length, leaf–stem ratio and leaf area), photosynthetic physiological
indicators (Pn, Tr, upper leaf SP, Suc content and middle stem Sta content), and hormone
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content (middle stem ZT and IAA) (Figure 8). The PCA plots are based on the principal
component analysis of plant height, phenotypic traits and physiological indicators. The
first and second principal components explained 71.6% and 8.1% of the total variables,
respectively. With a clear distinction between tall- and short-stalked materials and a large
degree of dispersion that did not affect each other, indicating that there were significant
differences in the traits affecting alfalfa plant height. Among them, the middle stalk Sta
content had a greater influence on the dwarf material, while the tall material was closely
related to the upper leaf Suc content, leaf–stem ratio, mean internode length, plant height,
upper leaf SP content, middle stalk ZT, Tr, middle stalk IAA, number of internodes, Pn and
stem thickness.
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3.7. The Role of Phenotypic Traits and Physiological Indicators on Plant Height in Alfalfa

The path analysis results based on plant height, phenotypic traits and physiological
indicators are shown in Figure 9. The results of the path analysis excluded the influence of
nine indicators, and the degree of influence of the other three indicators on plant height
was, in descending order (absolute value of direct path coefficient), Tr > IAA > LA. The
decision coefficients of the three indicators in descending order were Tr > IAA > LA, in
which the direct path coefficient and decision coefficient of Tr were the largest, indicating
its greatest contribution to plant height, followed by IAA. The indirect effects of the three
indicators in response to alfalfa plant height through other indicators were in the order of
LA > IAA > Tr. Among them, LA had a significant indirect positive effect on plant height
through IAA, with an indirect path coefficient of 0.289.

3.8. Comprehensive Analysis of Plant Height, Phenotypic Traits and Physiological Indicators
of Alfalfa

The correlation graph analyzed the comprehensive correlation between alfalfa PH
and phenotypic traits and physiological indicators (Figure 10). The endogenous hormones
regulated alfalfa PH through signal transduction, among which IAA and ZT had the
strongest correlation with PH, with correlation coefficients of 0.922 and 0.976, respectively.
Among the two hormones, IAA played a direct regulatory role on PH, with a direct
pathway coefficient of 0.317. There was mutual influence and interaction between PH
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and phenotypic traits, with NI, IL and SD being the main determining factors of PH,
with correlation coefficients of 0.957, 0.983 and 0.971, respectively. Among them, IL had
the strongest correlation with PH. LSR, LA and LDWP were used as leaf characteristic
indicators, and the correlation coefficient (0.958) between LSR and PH was the highest. LA
had a direct effect on plant height, with a direct path coefficient of 0.235. Plant phenotypic
traits influenced plant height through photosynthetic physiology, where the photosynthetic
parameter indicators Tr and Pn were strongly correlated with plant height with correlation
coefficients of 0.951 and 0.982. Tr had a direct effect on PH, and the direct path coefficient
(0.507) was the largest. Among photosynthetic products, Suc and SP were positively
correlated with PH, with correlation coefficients of 0.966 and 0.988, respectively, and Sta
was negatively correlated with PH, with a correlation coefficient of −0.960.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Phenotypic Trait Indicators Affecting Plant Height of Alfalfa

The number of main stem nodes and internode length are the main factors determining
plant height, and this study found that plant height was significantly and positively corre-
lated with the number of internodes and the average internode length. In the study of crop
height, there were three main forms of internode number and internode length. In the first
one, the number of internodes remained unchanged, but the length of internodes changed.
For example, compared to the dwarf maize parent Zong 3 and the tall maize parent SL 15,
the number of internodes in the plant was the same, but the length of internodes in each
node became shorter [32]. In the second one, both the number and length of internodes
changed, such as the rice dwarf parent Zhenshan had significantly shorter internodes than
the tall parent, except for the first internode [33]. The third, significant change in the length
of a particular internode, such as with the rice recessive high-stem mutant eui, which
exhibited a significant increase in the length of the uppermost internode, while the other
internodes and the length of the rice spike changed only slightly [34]. In this study, there
was no significant difference in the number of internodes between the tall-stem alfalfa
material and the short-stem material, but the average internode length of tall-stem alfalfa
material was significantly higher than the short-stem material. Compared with the dwarf
material, the tall-stem material belonged to the type with the same number of internodes
but a change in internode length. The length of internodes was the main factor affecting
crop height and biomass, and for plants such as rice, wheat and rapeseed, the longer the
internode length the higher the plant height. This study showed that the average internode
length of tall-stem materials was significantly higher than that of short-stem materials, and
dwarf alfalfa exhibited significant shortening and compaction of the internode length of the
main stem, which was basically consistent with previous research results. In subsequent
experiments, we will use tall- and short-stem alfalfa varieties with significant differences
in internode length and constant internode numbers as experimental materials to further
analyze the elongation patterns of alfalfa internodes from multiple perspectives such as
phenotype, cytology and molecular biology, and elucidate the mechanism of alfalfa plant
height development.

In forage production aimed at harvesting nutrients, leaves are an important genetic
trait indicator affecting forage crop yield, quality and population canopy structure [35].
As one of the important agronomic traits affecting forage yield, an appropriate increase in
leaf number can increase the effective photosynthetic leaf area, improve photosynthetic
utilization, and facilitate the accumulation of dry matter in alfalfa. Leaf area, as an important
indicator for evaluating plant growth and development, generally has the characteristic of
higher yield with larger leaf area. The increase in leaf area expands the photosynthetic field
of crops, improves the photosynthetic efficiency of plants and increases the accumulation
of organic matter [36,37]. In this study, leaf area had a direct impact on plant height, and
the indirect effect of leaf area on plant height through IAA was the greatest, indicating that
leaf area had a significant impact on the development of plant height. The number of leaves
per plant, leaf area and dry weight per plant of tall-stem alfalfa materials were significantly
higher than those of short-stem materials, and the leaf–stem ratio of tall-stem materials
was also higher than that of short stems. There was a significant positive correlation
between plant height and leaf–stem ratio, leaf area and single plant leaf dry weight. In
summary, this study showed that plant height and leaf area, as important trait indicators
of alfalfa conformation, interacted and influenced each other. Leaves provide the energy
basis for stem growth and development through photosynthesis. The increase in stem
height increases the number of leaves per plant, increases the leaf–stem ratio, affects leaf
characteristic indicators and ultimately affects the plant’s photosynthetic capacity.
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4.2. Photosynthetic Physiological Indicators Affecting Alfalfa Plant Height

Photosynthesis is the foundation of plant growth and development and yield forma-
tion, and Pn, Tr, Ci and Gs, as important indicators of physiological activities affecting plant
photosynthesis, influence crop growth and development [38]. Pn is an important indicator
for evaluating the photosynthetic capacity of plants, and a higher Pn indicates a stronger
ability of plants to carry out photosynthesis. Tr reflects the plant’s ability to regulate water
balance and indirectly regulates photosynthesis. Higher Tr and Gs are conducive to the
exchange of water vapor in the external environment with plant bodies, thereby promoting
CO2 participation in plant leaf photosynthesis, accumulating photosynthetic products and
improving crop yield [39]. It has been shown that increasing plant height appropriately can
improve the light absorption rate of leaves without changing the economic coefficient. A
low plant height will weaken the permeability of the plant population, reduce the absorp-
tion rate of light energy by leaves, affect the transportation of photosynthetic products and
reduce biomass [40]. This study showed that the Tr and Pn of tall-stem alfalfa materials
were significantly higher than those of short-stem alfalfa materials. Among the tall-stem
materials, G3 had significantly higher Ci and Gs than other materials, and there was no
significant difference in photosynthetic parameters between the two short-stem materials.
Correlation analysis showed that plant height was highly significantly positively correlated
with Pn and significantly positively correlated with Tr. The direct path coefficient and
decision coefficient of Tr were both the highest, indicating that they had the highest contri-
bution rate to plant height. This comprehensive study showed that taller alfalfa materials
had higher photosynthetic capacity than shorter ones, which was consistent with previous
findings that taller plant varieties were conducive to improved canopy light distribution
and suitable for high-yielding population construction [41]. Suitable plant height is the
foundation of a good plant strain, and a good plant strain can efficiently utilize its growth
advantages and achieve the expected ideal economic benefits. By improving the wheat
strain, the shading and light avoidance of wheat can be improved so that the wheat can
make full use of sunlight throughout the reproductive period and eventually increase the
yield [42]. One of the important means to obtain a high yield in rice was to apply the ideal
strain type rationally in the actual breeding work [43]. Suitable plant traits were inseparable
from high maize yields [44].

The accumulation and distribution of photosynthetic products in plants are the basis
for ensuring normal growth and development. In this study, the upper leaves and middle
leaves and middle stalks of alfalfa were selected as test materials to study the accumulation
and distribution of photosynthetic products in different parts of tall- and short-culm
materials. This study showed that the SP, Suc and SS contents of the upper leaves were
significantly higher than those of the dwarf culms, and the SS contents of the upper leaves
of the two tall-culm materials were significantly higher than those of the middle leaves.
However, the differences between the SS contents of the upper and middle leaves of the two
dwarf culm materials were not significant. The reason for the difference in the accumulation
of photosynthetic products in different parts of leaves of tall- and short-stem materials may
be that the stem nodes of tall-stem materials were relatively long, the vertical distribution
of leaves was uniform and the upper and middle leaves receive sufficient light. Therefore,
the content of SP, Suc and SS in the upper leaves were higher than that of short-stem
varieties. However, dwarf varieties had relatively dense leaf layers and the middle and
lower leaves died out later, so the difference in SS content produced by photosynthesis
between the upper and middle leaves was not significant [41]. The stem serves as the
energy transmission tissue. In this study, the average Suc, Sta and SS contents in the middle
stem of the dwarf material were higher than those in the stem material. This may be due
to the depletion of SS and Suc accumulated in the tall stem for the construction of rapidly
growing plants. The decrease in Sta content should be converted into transportable sugars
for the growth of plant leaves and plants, which also contributed to the rapid growth of
plants [45]. When Zhang studied the dwarfing physiology of castor plants, they found
that leaf SP content during the nutritional growth period of contempt hemp was positively
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correlated with plant heigh [46]. Zheng studied the characteristics of early maturing semi
dwarf rice mutants and found that the SP, SS content and amylase activity of the dwarf
mutant were lower than those of the wild type [47]. This study showed that plant height
was highly and significantly positively correlated with SP as well as Suc content in the
upper leaves. There was a significant negative correlation with the Sta content of the middle
stalk. The principal component analysis (PCA) plot based on plant height, phenotypic
traits and physiological indicators showed that the starch content in the middle stem had a
significant impact on dwarf materials. A possible reason for the low content of Sta in the
middle stem of high materials is that the photosynthetic products of most higher plants,
such as cotton, tobacco, soybeans, etc. When the plant’s own demand for SS is low, SS will
be converted into Sta and stored in the plant body. When its demand is greater than its
own content, the stored Sta will be consumed. The Sta content of high-stem varieties is
mainly used for rapid plant growth, so it is lower than that of short-stem varieties.

4.3. Endogenous Hormones Affecting Plant Height of Alfalfa

Plant height is a complex agronomic trait regulated by genetics and environment. With
the deepening of molecular biology research, more and more genes related to internode
elongation and plant height have been cloned and functionally identified. So far, multiple
genes related to plant height have been cloned in plants such as Arabidopsis, rice and corn.
These genes are mostly related to the metabolism or signal transduction of hormones such
as GA3, IAA, CTK and brassinolide (BR), and plant hormones play a dominant role in
plant height regulation [48]. Chen found that the content of auxin in the internode tissue
of tall castor was significantly higher than that of short-stem castor [49]. It can be inferred
that the internode length of tall castor was mainly regulated by auxin, and the tall plant
showed a longer cell length and internode length. In this study, there was a significant
positive correlation between the plant height of alfalfa and the ZT and IAA contents in the
middle stem. The average ZT and IAA contents in the middle stem of the two tall-stem
materials were significantly higher than those in the short-stem materials, indicating that
the ZT and IAA contents in the middle stem were the main hormones regulating the
plant height of alfalfa. Path analysis showed that the direct path coefficient and decision
coefficient of IAA were second only to Tr, indicating that IAA had the highest contribution
rate to plant height among the two hormones. In normal healthy plants, the endogenous
hormone content in the elongation zone is most suitable for plant growth; therefore, the
correlation between hormone content in the middle stem and plant height is stronger than
in other parts. This study also found that the IAA content in different parts of the stem
showed a pattern of upper part > middle part > base, which may be due to the fact that the
biosynthesis of IAA mainly occurs in rapidly dividing and growing tissues. Although all
plant tissues may produce IAA, the stem tip meristem and young leaves are the main sites
for auxin synthesis [50]. The auxin in plants mainly comes from the top of the stem and is
transported from the top to the base, so the IAA content in the stem gradually decreases
from the top to the base tissue. Auxin regulates plant height mainly by regulating cell
division, elongation and differentiation [51]. According to the acid growth theory, auxin
can induce proton efflux in cells, which can reduce the pH value of the cell wall area. Under
acidification conditions, cell wall expanding can relax the cell wall and promote the effect
of cell extension by weakening the hydrogen bond between polysaccharide molecules such
as cell wall cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin [52].

Cytokinins are widely involved in the physiological and metabolic activities of plants
and are essential key hormones in the plant body. The primary function of cytokinin is to
promote cell division and volume expansion, and it is a positive regulator of stem meristem
activity. Cytokinins play a crucial role in stem development [53,54]. In plants, each plant
hormone does not act independently; therefore, their functions in plant growth cannot
be viewed in isolation. Antagonistic or synergistic relationships between cytokinin and
auxin have been found in many biological processes. Cheng found that auxin response
factor (ARF3) can interact with the promoter of the cytokinin synthase gene (AtIPT5 in
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Arabidopsis thaliana) to inhibit the expression of the promoter, thereby inhibiting the
biosynthesis of cytokinin [55]. Ioio found that cytokinin can cause redistribution of auxin
and promote cell differentiation, while auxin can affect the growth of root meristem by
regulating the degradation of SHY2 protein [56]. Cytokinin and auxin have antagonism at
low to medium concentrations of the two hormones, and only have an auxiliary effect at
high concentrations.

5. Conclusions

The number of main stem nodes and internode length are the main factors determining
plant height. In this study, we found the average internode length of tall-stem alfalfa
materials was significantly higher than that of short-stem materials, while the difference
in internode numbers was not significant, indicating that the plant height differences
of the test materials are mainly caused by internode length. Plant height and leaves as
important structural traits of alfalfa interact with each other. Leaves provide the energy
basis for the growth and development of stems through photosynthesis. The increase in
stem height increases the number of leaves per plant, improves the leaf–stem ratio, affects
leaf characteristic indicators and ultimately affects the plant’s photosynthetic capacity. In
this study, we found that the photosynthetic capacity of tall alfalfa materials was stronger
than that of short-stems, and the increase in plant height was conducive to improving
canopy light distribution and suitable for high-yield population construction. The stem
serves as the energy transmission tissue. In this study, the average Suc, Sta and SS content
of the middle stem of the dwarf material was higher than that of the stem material. The
principal component analysis (PCA) diagram showed that the starch content of the middle
stem had a significant impact on the dwarf material. Hormones are an important factor in
regulating plant height. In this study, plant height of alfalfa was significantly and positively
correlated with the ZT and IAA content in the middle stem, indicating that ZT and IAA
in the middle stem were the main hormones regulating the plant height of alfalfa. The
path analysis showed that IAA contributed the most to plant height. In summary, this
study analyzed the plant height development of alfalfa from the aspects of phenotypic
traits, photosynthetic physiology and hormone content, which provided a phenotypic and
physiological basis for the genetic improvement of alfalfa and other leguminous forage.
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